
Minutes: Meeting Agenda:     Tsudanuma TMC 
**** Club No.1722409, Area B3, Div. D , Dist. 76 **** 

January 9th,  2023, Zoom Meeting 
 

https://zoom.us/j/97607466047?pwd=eHJOMjQzZnBaNDFpMHpURk54V1ZFZz09(ID: 

976 0746 6047 Passcode: Cm663q) 

19:00 Call to Order --------------------------------------------------------------- TM Tanaka 
Pres. Initiated the meeting on time, and stated a new year message. 

  Business Session 
  It was decided that the in-house speech contest would be held on Feb 6, taking informal style, 
such as speech marathon and all members were encouraged to participate in the marathon. 

 

 Thought of the Evening -----------------------------------------------------------   TM Akazawa 
 He made well thought out comments on his new year resolution 

Word of the Evening (WE) -------------------------------------------------------- TM Takimoto 
In lieu of TM Takimoto, TM Brian proposed WOD, “congratulations”. Many people used it 

effectively. 

 . 
19:10 Toastmaster of the Evening (TD) --------------------------------------- TM Tanaka 
As usual, she did an excellent leadership to manage the meeting. 

  Helpers: Timer -----------------------------------------------------------TM Takamiya 

                                Grammarian ------------------------------------------------- TM Akazawa 

   Vote Counter ------------------------------------------------- TM Kuroda 

Each role player explained its role in detail and in sincre manner. 
19:15 Joke Master ------------------------------------------------------------------ TM Nishioka 

  
19:20 Table Topics Session (Eachspeaker:1-2min+30 sec) -------------- TM Takayama 
He made unique question relating to the new year resolution and good memories during 

the new year holiday season in the past included. 
 
 1st Speaker-------------, 2nd Speaker-------------, 3rd Speaker------------- 
 4th Speaker-------------, 5th Speaker-------------, 6th Speaker-------------- 
Six speakers did very interesting answers and comments on the new year resolutions. 

  19:40 Prepared Speech Session 
   PS1 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- TM Kuroda 

She made an amazing speech on her new year resolutions, and demonstrated beautiful 
mount, Fuji in a video stream as visual aid which was very effective to her speech in free 
style. 
Speech title: “A Happy New Year 2023” 
Time: 5-7 minutes 
 
PS2 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ TM Takamiya 

He presented a humorous speech on his skiing experience with an interesting anecdote of 
other persons’ skiing episode. It was along the purpose of the project in the manual. 
Title: ”Inconvenience during skiing” 
Purpose: The purpose of this project is to begin developing a collection of humorous 
stories and to present a speech that includes humor. 

Overview: Give a 5- to 7-minute speech on a topic of your choosing. Your speech should 
include at least one anecdote or story intended to entertain or bring humor into your 
presentation. 
 

https://zoom.us/j/97607466047?pwd=eHJOMjQzZnBaNDFpMHpURk54V1ZFZz09


Time: 5~7 +-30sec 

 

20:10 Evaluation Session (Each Evaluator: 2-3 min±30sec)       
        General Evaluator --------------------------------------------- TM Akazawa 
TM Brian volunteered for TM Akazawa. He made in depth and analytical comments covering all 
aspects of the meeting which were very beneficial for improvement of the meeting quality and each 
individual English vocabularies.  

(1) Evaluation for PS1 ---------------------------------------- TM Takayama 
He made a good evaluation on TM Kuroda’s speech. Pointing out of her English pronunciation and 
her vocal variety as well as her visual aids of video stream as good points. 

        (2)  Evaluation for PS2 ---------------------------------------- TM Nishioka 
She did an excellent evaluation as usual, commending few goo points, but pointed out important 
improvement points, such as eye contact, gestures and vocal variety which were vital factors for 
good presentation. 

Timer's Report ------------------------------------------------ TM Takimoto 

  
  20:25 Report and Award Session 

Word of the Evening Report ----------------------------------------- TM Takamiya 

 Grammarian's Report -------------------------------------------------- TM Akazawa 
He quoted few noteworthy words from the meeting for the audience benefits. 

                Vote counter's Report-------------------------------------------------- TM Kuroda 
 TP winner was TM Brian. 

 
 
Jan 23 meeting role assignment: Has been updated by TM Akazama 

 

 

 


